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Release 2.22.02

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

IQ-2258 - adding a new date question expiry lead is sometimes readonly

IQ-2243 - sql tool bombing out when pressing the 'x' button \(for some people\)

IQ-2230 - exporting report \(pdf\) to documents

IQ-2227 - placement withdrawreason with a single quote give an error on placement expansion

IQ-2226 - bank modulus : Double alternate modulus check incorrect calculation of weight

IQ-2221 - Issue with Favourites

IQ-2215 - Favourites not showing notes next to person

IQ-2211 - Error when running Complete Authorised Timesheets job

IQ-2204 - doc pack order when sending to the client.

IQ-2201 - Check if Payroll 1160 set to 2 includes updating Tax Method in Pay\_Employment when
Composite Template selected

IQ-2199 - Consultants are able to create IQXWeb user records without permissions

IQ-2188 - provisional timesheet entry, not showing shifts in date order.

IQ-2187 - filedownload webservice needs to check person.pdfcv and download as a pdf not a docx

IQ-2186 - Mailchimp \(person and company selectors\) not subscribing correctly

IQ-2185 - can no longer drag from person selector to vacancy short list

IQ-2184 - help button on appointment seems to be the delete button not taking you to the wiki

IQ-2181 - reconnecting after being disconnected.

IQ-2180 - desktop→inbox primary key on tempinbox

IQ-2178 - Accounts contact not showing when selected on pop out accounts view

IQ-2177 - Duplicate URLRequestCode in reference request
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IQ-2173 - Performance issues when loading Diary view on Vacancy

IQ-2170 - slow speed of loading the person.timesheetview.

IQ-2169 - Web Service complete prov timesheet does not handle ASSIGNPAYROLLNUMBER properly

IQ-2159 - Batch Notification, not locating the correct record if sending all

IQ-2156 - Error saving composite companies, when not selecting company name

IQ-2155 - Email Screen resize issue

IQ-2149 - can not delete question. sql error re DependsOnTagid

IQ-2143 - timesheet signature \(sql returns more than 1 row\)

IQ-2138 - notification email subject

IQ-2137 - notifications - shift rates not displayed correct when combined with other merge fields.

IQ-2133 - Checklists - dependent on user's department, needs to be dept isin divisionsallowed - WPK

IQ-2132 - Placement and Vacancy Add Rate button gives error if enforce margins is set

IQ-2131 - login\_create\_variables db proc being called on every db login

IQ-2129 - Fast New wizard - option now to select a Department but TempDesk still obey user's default,
not selected Dept.

IQ-2120 - Notifications - manually attaching client docs

IQ-2119 - desktop inbox unique key error

IQ-2093 - access violation when wpk memo from clause is empty

IQ-2092 - Expiry Dates - Include more characters from the Q

IQ-2085 - SQL Browser truncates index names

IQ-2066 - edit a report and getting the wrong filetype

IQ-2250 - CLONE - accessing custom shift information from notifications

IQ-2249 - User Roles - some unexpected ones have arrived at the top of the list - need to move to
bottom of GENERAL

IQ-2245 - label for desk top change folder

IQ-2206 - Rearranged buttons on person selector

IQ-2203 - CLONE - BCL - Want to use Peak in NY division - switch needed in exe
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IQ-2200 - Temp Desk Availability view - contract placements - show work pattern in front of
Availability

IQ-2192 - Changes to person programmable buttons.

IQ-2190 - person selector programmable button \(switchable fields\) does not allow parameters

IQ-2189 - Attach a thumbnail photo to a notification

IQ-2174 - Vacancy Questionnaire group that can only be edited if Manager Role

IQ-2172 - accessing custom shift information from notifications

IQ-2171 - custom word fields for just notification

IQ-2167 - User extra auditing: Changes to Div and other major Staff fields, by single or bulk. Audit
usage of bulk change buttons.

IQ-2165 - Save reports to documents/compliance as a pdf

IQ-2164 - On-line reference request allows saving to compliance documents

IQ-2163 - Default a new company status to something other that 'P'

IQ-2161 - Add Company State as column on Person History view

IQ-2158 - notification shift colleagues

IQ-2157 - Add an option to create a Fast New Lite option off person selector

IQ-2154 - Call Validation on Extension of a Placement

IQ-2153 - New field for tempprovtimesheet for whenentered - maybe other tables too

IQ-2152 - Remove unused payroll company payslip sending fields

IQ-2151 - Change external blobstore saving policy

IQ-2148 - Website Terminology Error

IQ-2146 - Vac & Plac Filter3

IQ-2144 - Placement Extension UAT tweaks 2 to appearance WPK only

IQ-2139 - Role to access iqxWEB Setup on Maintenance menu

IQ-2136 - Signed Timesheets now show the whosigned from the timesheet signature.

IQ-2135 - PDF features - Save a report as a pdf to Docs and Compliance docs, and to a File

IQ-2134 - Reports can have editable fields to allow for updates before sending.
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IQ-2130 - Adding Global Documents now filtered by Division and Department

IQ-2128 - change copyright info from 2021 to 2022

IQ-2123 - Allow editing of an Account Name before the first invoice has been created

IQ-2118 - Photos in notifications - specify the width/height

IQ-2117 - Send Docs - Checklist reports ask for Vacancy Link

IQ-2116 - Notification Enhancements

IQ-2114 - User Selector - Update 'add Bulk field' for recent additions \(I think Roles are automatically
updated\)

IQ-2112 - Collections Improvements

IQ-2110 - Desk Top Inbox - Display count of emails and adjust the limit

IQ-2109 - Desk Top Inbox - Improve saving attachments instructions on Expanded form

IQ-2107 - Desk Top Inbox - Search in all folders

IQ-2106 - Desk Top Inbox - Being able to access sub folders

IQ-2096 - Create from Vacancy Stored Search a Global Person Default to set standard Requirements
fields on Person

IQ-2091 - Booked Holiday and Absense will show against a Contract Placement and Timesheet

IQ-2090 - Images not displaying without a refresh on CE \(html\)

IQ-2089 - Colleague fields to be available in Confirm Notifications as well as shift matching

IQ-2087 - Adjust the AWR function\(s\) not to be dependent on payroll years for 2011

IQ-2086 - new function for connection errors

IQ-2084 - Jobrunner \{Ampersand\} returns && so not suitable for URL query parameters

IQ-2081 - Availability view - option to create a linked reminder for Contact Date

IQ-2080 - Update to Delphi 10.4.2 - all developers

IQ-2063 - Forward Button on IQX Inbox

IQ-2062 - New Favourites button to add from a selection of highlighted records

IQ-2059 - Option for Selectors to be able to SELECT the department because centralised support
consultants
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IQ-1991 - Job to create Provisional Timesheets for all or selection of desks.

IQ-1954 - StaffHistory Table, similar to status history, to see when staffid is changed, for reports

IQ-1886 - Collections - Enhancements

IQ-1877 - Allow Managers to create Ops Teams for managing on Temp Desk Placements and Temps
views

IQ-1692 - Enhance 2-way-sms \(if available\)
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